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1. bil ROI>UCTJON 
We suppose that in the physical space two different kinds of particles (Ict 
us call them M and N) arc present: type M2 not influenced by external for- 
ces, is in equilibrium and conditions the physical behaviour of the other 
type, without being conditioned itself; WC also suppose thal an external 
force F (that depends on the position vector I’ and on the \Jelocily L:, but 
not on time t) acts on each N particlc (with mass m), and we finally sup- 
pose that the collisions of particles N amongst themselves can be 
ovcrlookcd compared to those with particles of type 44. Then ,f’(~, L’, I), 
one-particle distribution function for type V7 satisfies, as we know, the 
linear transport equation, i.c.; the linear Maxwell--Bolt7mann equation 
i?j' c^f' F(t-(,-, G) cf' 1 
z+c'T+ 
ct 
__. z + m (div,.F)f’+ r(r. a),/ 
WI 
= j k(r, c, c’) ,I’(r, I”, t) L/f:‘. (i.. c) E R”. I E R, (1) 
K’ 
where 
v and k represent, respectively, collision frequency and kernel. 
The aim of this research is to study the initial value problem for this 
intcgro-differential equation; this sludy will be carried out in an abstract 
form in the Banach space L’, using the theory of the linear scmigroups. 
Beginning from the work carried out by Lchncr- Wing [ 101 many 
* Work performed under the auspices or G.N.F.M.-C.N.R. and patIdy s~pporlcd by 
M. P.I. 40% “Equuioni th cvo!uzionc.” 
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problems of the transport theory have been faced and resolved by using the 
semigroups of bounded linear operators. We can find a lot of results 
summarized in [IX] by Hejtmanek and in the monography [!I] by 
Kapcr Lekkcrkerker Hcjtmanck: the studies carried out by Voigt [19] 
and by the japanesc school arc just as important (c.g., see [16] ). 
Nevertheicss: only in few papers, more precisely in those written by 
Scharf [ 151, Molinct [12 1: Drange [S], and more recently by 
Bcals Prolopopcscu [Z] an external force (FSO) in transport equation 
was taken into account. In works [6, 12, is] F was supposed to be the 
LorcntL force; in work [2] F was supposed :o verify the condi!ion 
div, F= 0. In this paper we want to study (1 ), without imposing condition 
div, F= 0 thnt, even if suggested by physica! considerations, has not any 
justification from an analytical point of view. In this case wc will see th.ai 
only by writing the linear Maxwell Boltzmann equation in the above mcn- 
tioned form (I ) (see [4, p. 11 and following])T we will get resuits that arc 
acceptable from a physical point of view such as the conservation of t& 
number of particles if the interaction between them is due only to sea!- 
tcring. Moreover in this rcscarch we will consider not only I he cast in 
which the integral operator K at the right-hand side of (1) is bounded (the 
only cast examined in I-Z]) but also the case in which K is unbounded; in 
this case results which are similar but more general to thosr: obtained by 
Voigt [21] in the absence of an external field arc reached. 
As we have already said, the work will be carried out in L’ space: thus 
choice was suggested to us by the physical meaning of !he distribution 
function /‘; nevcrthelcss ome of the results obtained can bc trivially cxten- 
ded to each L” ( I < p < +z). The work is divided in the following way: n 
Section 2 we will formulate the Cauchy problem for (I ) in an abstract form 
in the Banach space X= L’( R’); in Sections 3 and 4 we shal! study the 
operators which appear in the above-mentioned problem; this study wiii 
allow us (Sect. 5) to establish an existence and uniqueness theorem of the 
sohirion for (1). 
The assumptions that we will make in this work and their physical 
meaning are all contained in Sections 2 and 4; the discussion about the 
results wc have obtained can bc found in Sections 4 and 5. 
In this study we shall suppose that the following assumptions are true: 
(i) external force F, independent from time, is defined on the whole 
phase space and the mapping F: R6 + Rx is LipschitL continuous (here and 
following each A”, m 2 I, is thought to bc provided with the usual norm 
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which: without risk of misunderstanding, will. in every case, bc indicated 
by I I); 
(ii) the collision frequency 1’ also depends on the state variables and 
function v: R6 + R is measurable and nonnegative; 
(iii) v is either bounded or Lipschitz continuous; 
(iv) the collision kernel k is a measurable and non-negative real- 
valued function defined on R”. For each (r, U) E Rh it satisfies the condition 
[ k(r-, 7:‘. a) l/c’ = \‘(I-, r). 
./g 
Assumption (i) assures us that the motion equation of the particle, which 
is acted upon by F, has one and only one global solution, whatever the 
initial conditions may bc. 
Assumption (ii) is suggested by the physical meaning of 1’; regarding (iii) 
1: is bounded for some potentials with angular cutoff (“soft” potentials); it is 
certainly LipschitL continuous for rigid spheres, finite range potentials and 
“hard” potentials with angular cutoff [4, p. 1801. Finally assumption (iv) is 
a consequence of the mass conservation in a scattering process. 
Considering this: WC can now xc that the left-hand side of (1) can be 
written in a more compact and general form 
t E R, x = (x, ) . . . . I,,) E R”, 
where .P;/. (L^/;;Cx) =x;. , .g(C fjZ.y,) (the meaning of .d, 34 and h being 
obvious). 
Because the external force and collision frequency arc known and do not 
depend on time. in (2) G? and h must bc considered as given functions, 
defined on R”. with values on R” and R. respectively. 
Also, as a consequence of assumptions (i) and (ii) function b is 
measurable and bounded from above whereas function .d is Lipschitz 
continuous on R” and therefore it has first order partial derivatives 
almost everywhere, which are mcasurablc, continuous at almost every 
point xeRN [13]. 
If we put V j’ E Li,,,( R”) 
- 
/if = .d . g + i?f; 
where, for the previous considerations, the right-hand side makes sense as a 
distribution; if WC indicate with X,, the real Banach space L’(R”) provided 
with the usual norm that, without risk of misunderstanding, for every n we 
will indicate with /I (I, then we can define the operator A as 
D(A)= (.J’EX,: A.f‘EX,,) 
(T’ 
Af = /I/: 
In the cases that are of real interest, that is: for II = 6, .Y = (Y: t’), .d(x) = 
( -r, --F(r: c)jm), V .x E R” the operator 4 will be indicated by A,, if h(s) = 
-- (l/m) div, F(r. 2:) and by A,, if h(x) = - (1 ,‘n~) div, F(v. i’) -- ti(r. ~1. 
V x E R’. 
Then let K be the linear operator dctined by 
Y x = (1.. c) E R”. 
Because of (iv): operator K is well defined, and V f’ E D(K) WC have 
4s a consequence of the previous assumptions and dctinitionsZ rhc 
Cauchy problem for ( 1) can now be written in abstract form as 
L/j 
rt = .4 ,, ,I’ + Kf; ! > 9 
(5) 
f’co 1 = f;, 2 0. 
where the unknown ,f‘ is now a mapping of R ’ into X: cl;& is a strong 
derivative. 
As mentioned in Section 2, .d is a given and Lipschitz continuous 
function from R” to R”; we indicate by ,ti the corresponding Lipschitz 
constant. 
Tt is known that from 
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it follows that, V(x, I) E R”+ ‘, the initial-value problem 
dv 
L = d(y), 
ds 
SER: YE R” 
(6) 
y(t) =.x, tE R.XER” 
has one and only one (classical) solution. 
This allows us to consider the function rp: R”. ’ + R” dcfincd by the 
condition that for every (x, t) E R”- ‘, 
s --f cp(x, t. s): s E R 
is the only solution of the problem (6). 
The properties of the function cp are well known; anyway they can bc 
found in [IX] and C22 J. They will allow us to study linear opcralor A. 
This study will bc the object of Theorems 1 and 2. Because of these two 
theorems WC will show that if assumptions (i) (iii) are true, then operator 
A, is the infinitesimal generator of a stochastic C:,-scmigroup, whereas 
operator A I is the generator of a substochastic C’,-s&group isec 
Corollaries 1 and 2). The results we obtain can be immediately extended to 
each L” (p > 1 ), so long as .d is divcrgcncc-free. 
11 Z(I) (I d ehot (8) 
Pr’ro~J The proof of the theorem is carried out in the following way. 
In (a) WC show thal {Z(t); I 3 0) is a strongly continuous scmigroup of 
bounded linear operators. In (,!I) we show that generator R of Z(r) is an 
extension of A. Finally in (;I) NC recognize that D(B) c Z>(A) and therefore 
that operators B and A coincide. 
($2) Because of well-known propcrlics of function cp we can state that 
{Z(f); t 3 0) is a family of bounded linear operators from X, to X, satisfy- 
ing inequality (8) and the relations which can be easily verified arc: 
(2,) Z(O)=f, 
(CL) Z(r + s) = Z(t) Z(s), v s, I 2 0, 
(s() lim,+,, liZ(t)f’!l = II,f‘ll, Vj’eX;,. 
From these properties it immediately follows th2.t: 
(sc,j lim,-,,,+ IIZ(t).f--- /‘!I =O, v/‘EX,!.. 
By virtue of inequality (8) it will be enough to show (r.?) for every j’~ A’, 
and continuous. For such an f‘ we have lim, .oi. (Z(r) /‘)(,.y) = f’(~)- 
V x E R”; therefore in this case (x3) and (y4) arc equivalent 114, p. ! lx]. 
Because of properties (,z,), (x,), and (cx~) we can state that {Z(t): ;>O] 
is a CT,,-scmigroup. 
(11) Let Y, be the set of the real-valued functions which are dcfincd 
on R”, Lipschitz continuous and compactly supported. Obviously 
Y,, c D(A) because every ,f’~ Y,, is totally differentiable a.e. and its lirs: 
order partial derivatives arc mcasurablc, bounded. and compactly suppor- 
ted. Fixed J’E Y,: we now indicate by l the real-valued function defined on 
R”x R-- by 
From the general theory of a first order linear partial differential 
equation [23], WC know that there exists a measurable subset E,, of R’ 
with m(R”‘?E,,) = 0 so that at each point (.u, I) E E,, x R’ function ;! has 
lirst order partial derivatives, which are measurable; in particular it rcsu!t+ 
and thercforc. if we Ict h, = sup{ b(.r); x E 8” 1. i., = sup{ 1 ~J’jx) I; s E E;:).” 
then we hake 
(x, I) E E,,xR i . 
From this and from the properties shown in point (x) it fol!ows. for 
every h > 0, 
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This proves that Y,l c D(B) and that k?J’= Af: VJ’E Y,. For every t‘> 0 let 
.I, bc the mollifier 
i 
.JF(x)=c:-“exp[-(I -/x/*e ‘)-I] if I.xi<E 
J,:(x) = 0 if 1x1 Bc, 
and V,~EX, let JTf be the mollification of,f: 
It is easy to demonstrate that, if Q is an open and bounded subset of R”, 
then V f’ E D(A), 
This implies (see [I, p. 521) that Y, is a dense subset of D(A) provided 
with the norm I( 1 ,f’I / ( = 1, ,f’ 1: + 1) ;1J’ (1 and therefore that A c B. 
(:/) Because I’, is a dense subset of D(B) and is invariant under the 
semigroup Z(t). it is a core for operator B [S]; therefore V.~‘ED(B) there 
exists a scqucncc {f, 1 in Y,, such that .f; +,f’and that IIji --f BfI 
But e/i =,4J;,, Vk, and the operator A is closed. This implies that 
,f’ E D(A) and Af’ = IIf; i.e., that B c A. 
THWRI:M 2. If .d: R” + R” is Lipschitz continuous und h: R” + R is the 
addition of ttrw fimctions, one mea.w-uhle rmd bounded. the other Lipschitz 
continuous, then the linear operator A defined />y (3) is the infinitesimul 
generator qf the .strongly continuous sem@+voup {Z(t); t 3 0} given by (7). 
Proqf~ In this cast operator .4 can be thought to be the addition of two 
operators, one bounded, the other the generator of a C,,-semigroup. 
Therefore A is also a generator [3] and (7) can now be easily shown by 
using Troltcr’s formula (see [7]). 
CoROLr.ARY 1. IJ‘ external fr,rce I; lrnd collision ji-eyuency v satisfj? 
assumptions (i), (ii), und (iii), then lineur operator A,, is the icfinitesimal 
generator of’u substochastic C,-semigroup {Z,(t); t > 0). 
( We remember thut u linear operator S on X is culled substochastic tf 
S>O and (IS/i Q 1.) 
COROLLARY 2. !f’external Jhrce F sutisj~es assumption (i), then the Iineui 
operator A,, is the injinitesimul generator of u stochus tic C,, -semigroup (i.e., 
Q t > 0, the bounded [incur operulor Z,(t) is substochastic rrnd also ver[fi’es 
Ihc condition 11 ZJt),f 11 = I( .f 1). V,f E X+). 
Henzu~+ 1. We can easily see that, if WC let 
h,, = pm-’ sup{ph(x)-div -YZ(X); .x E R”) 
then the two theorems proved in this section stay true also in Banach 
spaces L”( R”), 1 < p < x;, in the same form as they are stated above. 
Remark 2. If assumption (i) is verified, then the C,-scmigroup 
generated by the linear operator A, in I,/‘( R”i, I x p < cc, is stochastic :f 
and only if divz I;‘= 0. 
4. THF. STWY OF LINI-AR 0~1x.4 roit A,, 1- K 
The aim of this section is to study operator A, -I- K. 
When collision frequency ~1 is bounded, the result is standard; on the 
contrary when v is unbounded some difficulties arise which arc not at aI1 
trivial. 
In 1971 Suhadolc [17], considering the case /‘:-= 0 and the rigid spheres 
model, noted that operator A ,, + K could not bc studied by using the usual 
theorems of the perturbation theory. Voigt studied the same case !,F= 3: 
rigid spheres) more recently [ 211 and recognized the existence of a smallest 
substochastic C’,,-scmigroup 7(,r) whose generator R is an extension of 
A,, -t K. A similar result will be shown in this section also in the presence of 
an external force and only supposin g that the collision frequency satisfies 
hypothesis (v) (see Thcorcm 4): which is verified both for rigid spheres and 
for “hard” potentials with angular cutoff [4]. 
Here too. as in Voigt’s work, T(t) is characterized as the solution of the 
integral equation (9); furthermore here wc are also able to note that the 
iterates obtained from (9) are also given by formula (10). 
‘This result allows us to establish an cxistencc theorem of a mild nr31:- 
negative solution of Cauchy problem (5) also when r is unbounded. 
Finally conditions are given which are suEGent to ensure that B coin- 
cides either with 4, + K or with ‘4,. + K and therefore conditions which 
ensure T(t) to be stochastic (Le.. mass-prescrvingj. Tn particular WC C:IE 
note that the following condition (ix) is satislied by models that <Ire 
physically significant. such as Corngold’s model [4. p. 21 I:]. 
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bounded linear operator from X to X; moreover K is non-negative. I3y vir- 
tue of this and Corollary 1 we can state that z4, + k’ generates a strongly 
continuous scmigroup { T(t); t > 0) and that T(t) 3 0, V t > 0 [3]. Further- 
more, relations 
f Ij T(t)J’:( = i * R” (A() -- I! + K) T(t) /‘cl1 = f il Z,,(/)f (1 = 0, 
which are true ‘d I 3 0, ./’ E D(A,) A show that 11 T(t) f’ II = II .[ 11, V t 3 0, 
f~ X ‘. Therefore ( T(t); i 2 0 1. is a stochastic semigroup. 
iv) I? is unbounded, hut Lipschitz continuous. 
Then there exi.rt.s a smalkst .suh.stochastic C, -semigroup { T(t); t 2 0 } 
whose generutor B is un extension of A, + K. II sutisjies 
~(t)f=Z,.(t)j’+ 1’ T(t--4 KZ,,(s),fdy (9) 
“0 
ji)r all f E D(A,); I 3 0. 
In the cuw in qrtcstion the ilrrates obtained porn (9) arc also gicen t.Js 
7;,(t),f’= j”Z,(ks) KT,-,(.s)J’ds. n = 1, 2:... (10) 
- 0 
In order to prove Theorem 4 the following lemma will be necessary. 
LEMMA 1. Supposing that the assumptions of Theorem 4 are true then 
(/j ,) .fiw ctlcrl: sequence {,i,) such that .f, E D(K). V n, J, --, .f’ and 
v j;, --f g, we hate j’ E D(K) and Kf;, --f KJ; 
(/A) V,f E A’. t 2 0: we haw J; I; vZ,,(.s),J (1 ds = (1 ,I’ (1 - I( Z,(t),f’I/, 
(/j’.J V.j’e X, t >, 0, 1t.e haw I;, Z,(s)f ds E D(K), 
CPA WA,,) = D(K), 
(/IS) V f E D( A,.) jiinciion R’ 3 t + KZ,(t),f is .strongly continuous. 
Proqj: (B,) WC can immediately see, considering two sequences [,fn,} 
and { dn : converging a.e. to f and g, respectively, that 1l.f = g E X and 
therefore that J’ E D(K). WC then have (1 K(.#;, -,f) 11 < 1) v( j, - f’) I/ + 0 as 
n + ,x,. from which WC obtain the thesis. 
(I),) Tn order to prove (/I?), fixed 1 E X, we consider ihe real-valued 
fitmction I/J dcftncd by 
with x- (I’, ::jc R6: SE H -. 
Because of Tonelli’s theorem for every / >, 0: $ is L.ebcsgue intcgrablc on 
K” x [(I. /j, giking, for (7) 
But, if we dcnotc by J(x, s) the jacobian of the transformation 
R’ 3 (w, sj + (cp( x, 0, s), ,) E R’: tl-m we have for a.e. (-u. Y) E R” x R ‘-_ 
and therefore we also have 
[ 
‘!Xh!O. rl 
i)(x, sj dr Lfs = i I’.(X)(Z,,(,~jf’j(Xjj d.rafs. (l:?j ” R”r( O.rl 
By comparing (1 1) and (12) the thesis follows. 
([I,) It follows from (PI) and the definition of I)(K). 
( jj4) BCCUISC liZ,.(/)li < I Yt > 0, every i. > 0 belongs 10 the resolw~r 
set of A ,, 1.1 I]. From this WC deduce that the mapping (2 -.-A ,): D(A ,.) a X 
is bijectivc and that 
v f’E A-. 
This result and (/j?) give us )Ivgil <,)A,‘yl’. Vg~II(lq,.j: that is: 
‘iA,) c I’(Kj. 
Furthermore we can see that 
holds for .f’~ X, Lipschitz continuous and compactly supported and 
thcrcforc for any ,I’ E I>(,4 v). 
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(/Is) This property follows from (/II) and from the following 
inequalities, which arc true V,./’ E D(A,,), 0 d I’ d t” 
I( K(Z,.(t’) -Z,(t”)) I’/[ d I( A,,(Z,(t’) -z”(t”))l’I: 
= ;I (Z,,(t’) - Z,.(t”)) A,, I’ll. 
Proof o/’ Theorem 4. The proof of the theorem is carried out in the 
following way. 
In (j) WC show that (9) can bc used for an iteration such that the 
corresponding iteration series converges on R + (to T(t)). In (jj) we show 
that T(1) is the smallest substochastic C,,-semigroup whose gcncrator is an 
cxtcnsion of A, + K. In (jjj) WC prove that V f’ E fI(A,,) the iterates obtained 
from (9) are also given by formulas (10). 
(j ) for t E R-’ WC define by recursion operators S,,( 1) E B(X) (n E N = 
{O. 1. 2,...): I?(X) being the set of all bounded linear operators on X) with 
the following properties: 
(7, ) R’ 3 t -+ S’,,(t) in strongly continuous, 
(72) ris,,ct)j’II <II fll -Ix;-t, II~~,‘(t).f’ll (13R.j’EW. 
S’,,(I) :=Z,(/) satisfies (7,) and (7,). tf S,,(t) is defined, we put for 
I’E WA,.) 
then R-s~/+S,,+,(t)/ is continuous: and because of (/I*) and (y2). 
II.%. ,@)f’II G I:.f’i, - f: ‘I&W:I. 
k ~0 
Because of this estimate the operator S, , ,(t), defined on II(A,.), can be 
uniquely extended to an operator S,_ 1(~) E B(X), which satisfies (7,) and 
(72). 
WC now set for t E R+, 
Because of (;‘*) this series is strongly convergent, and 11 T(l) 1: < 1, 
V I E K+; moreover (;,,), (7:). (/I’~)$ and the identities 
(true V t’ > t” >, 0. V n >, 1. and V..f’ E X) imply that li i 3 t -+ ‘f’(r) is strongly 
continuous. More precisely ( .r( I ); I >, 0 1 can bc seen to be a strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup which verifies (9) [I 19, pp. 166 -- 1671. 
(jj j If WC put for 0 6 x < 1, t > 0. r,(t) :=C,;‘..o Y’S,,(t) then (r,(:i; 
I > 0) is a substochastic <I,,-semigroup, having operaLor A ( + rK as i:s 
generator; furthermore T(I) = s-lim.-, , T,( 1) holds uniformly for :: in 
bounded subsets of R ‘. 
This shows [20, p. 741 that T(t) coincides with the smallest substochastic 
C,,-semigroup whose generator B is an extension of .A. + K. 
(jjj) Above all we can show by recursion thal formula (10) is correc:, 
because operators T,,(t) (n = 1: L,...) defined on D(,4,) can bc uniquely 
cxtcnded to operators T,,(I) E B(X). which satisfy I he fo!lowing propertics: 
(S,) R 3 t + ‘r,,(r) is strongly continuous. 
(6:) 11 7‘,,(f)/“i < 11 f’l\ -x:1:, 11 7;(t) f’l. ! 3 0, f‘ E A’, whcra 
T,,(t) := z,.(t). 
(6;) v f EX, ta0 WC have 
(~5~) V~‘EI)(A,), 130 we have T,,(,~)J’ED(A:.) with 
and t -+ A,. T,,(t) f is strongly continuous. 
(6,) V,j’E D(A),) function I(+ 3 1 -+ ?l,(t),fis strongly continuous!y 
differentiable with (cQ:‘dt) T,,(z)J‘= 7’,,(t) A,f+ 7’,, ,(f) Kf: 
(S,) V f’~ X, r> 0, we have j:, ?‘,(.s)f’d~~ D(K) with 
(cj7) V,~E D(A,) function R ’ 3 t + Kl,(r) /‘is strongly conlinuotis. 
The above-mentioned properties hold for n = 1. 
In fact in this case (6,) and (6,) coincide with (7:) and (r:) of point <j); 
property (~3,) can easily bc deduced from Lemma 1 ifj’ E D(,4 ,.) and cau be 
extended to any ,JE X noting that D(A,.) = X and that Vlf’~ X, r > 0, !z > 0, 
we have 
Properties (6,) and (S,j immcdiutcly follow from (/Is), (ci,) and from the 
identities 
,” /r 
Z,.(h) T,(/j,j’=T,(t+h)J’-) Z,(G)KT,(r+h-G),f’dG 
“0 
which are lruc Vlt30, h>0:f’~D(A,). 
Regarding (6,), which can bc deduced from (6,), (o,), and (13) if 
,f~D(,l,.), it can be extended lo every /‘EX by considering the following 
facts: II(A,) = X, property ((5;) of T,(l) and property (/12) of I;,(t). 
Finally (/II) and (6,) give us V,~ED(A,), 06 t’d t”, 
IIK(7’,(f’)- 7’,(t”))fll 6 IIA,.(T,(I’j-- T,~r~‘j.f)II. 
and therefore (6:) [or II= 1. 
In a similar way we can recognirc that the properties 0, - O7 hold for 
n = m > I. supposing that they are true for II = WI - 1. 
The proof of (jjj) will be complete if WC show that VII EN and 1 E R ’ 
operators I’#,([) and S,(l) coincide. Obviously WC have T,,(t) = S,,(t) and 
Y-,(/)=S,(l) by definition. Supposing that for ~22 and V tE Rf we have 
Tw,-r(l) = S,“, 2(t). we obtain from abstract Fubini’s theorem V t ER+, 
.I’EX 
XKI ‘“‘- ’ --(i &(s)f’rlt = J; S,,(,r)J’d,s “0 
and therefore T,,(t) = S,,(t), V I 2 0. The thesis is so shown by recursion. 
Xemurk. We now want to see that Vj’2 0, f‘ E II function 
t -+ 24(t) ::= 7’(t) f’ is a solution of the integral equation 
u(t)=Z,(t),f’+ [fz,,(f--.s) Km(!;)ds (15) 
- 0 
in the sense which WC will now indicate. 
For every II E ;V, I E R ’ , functions’ 
(r: 1’: I;‘, s) = (x, L”: s) -+ g,,(s, I.‘. .s) 
:= exp i’ ’ 
( 
h(cp(x, 0. 5j) ClJ 
” Cl / 
x k(cp(x, 0: t-s): r’) 
x (TH(S),f’)(q?3,(X. 0, I -- A). 1:‘) 
are non-negative and Lcbesguc integrable on R” x [O, 11. giving 
Thercforc WC have 
= Ij T(t)f /I - (I %,(t),J’ !I. 
Since the left-hand side of this equality coincides with the integral OR 
R’ x [O. t] of function 
x k(cp(.x, 0: I - s), L!‘) 
from Fubini theorem we can deduce that, for a.e. x E R”, (Y’. J.) + g(.r, I::, sj 
is Lebcsguc integrable on R’ x [O, t] with 
j& c() ,, g(x: 1:‘, s) dc’ ds = (T(r)f’j(x) - (Z,.(r) f)(x). (16; , 
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F‘urthermorc, for a.~. (x, S) EK” x [O, 11: c’ --+ a(-~, I:‘, ,s) is Lebesgue 
integrable on R.‘. 
This last fact shows that for a.c. (x, ,F) E R’x [O: t] there exists 
( k(x, f.:‘)( T(s) f’)(r, I.:‘) dd := (KT(s),f’)(.r), 
- R’ 
and that, for a.c. .V E R i , x -+ (KT(s)j’)(, ) Y is a measurable function on R’. 
but not necessarily integrable. 
On this basis loor a.e. XE R” we Iwve 
JiR< x1 OJ] 
g(x. L”. ,s) r/c dr 
I. I 
= ) (Z,i/ -- s) KT(.s)f’)(.v) ds. (17) 
- 0 
By comparing (I 6) and (I 7) WC dcducc that I --+ M(I) is a solution of the 
integral equation (I 5). 
( ViIf:‘i)k(fJ’, f:)dfT’<Ct’(ir(). VCE R’. 
"R' 
Then 111c generator B of f T(t); t >, 0) coincides Il,ith A ,, + IY und { T(I); 
t 3 0 ] is u .stochu.slic ,sernigroup. 
Proof: Considering the initial-value problem (6), we put VX= (r, L:) E R”, 
s, I E R: 
(p(.Y: I, s) = (qr(x, I: s), ~OJX, I$ s)). 
where cp,. and cp, are to be thought as functions from Rx to R’. 
It is easy to see, because of (vi): that V I E R, XE Rh, the mapping 
.s --+ ( (p,,(x, t, s)) + C’s (s E R) is monotonic non-decreasing. 
As a conseyucnce of this, of (vii) and (viii) we deduce V XE K”: t> 0. 
From this and (v ) we obtain V t E R ’ , f E I>( Kj. 
(d= f,C.‘(~,e) ‘) and thcreforc Z,.(~)~‘ED(K), V !E R ‘. 
Now it is easy to show by recursion. by using (10). (l’3), and (/I2 j thaw 
V /‘E A’, t >O, the inequalities 
t II 1 
i! 1b7’,I(/) f iJ < r;I ___ I, “‘I 
(n- l)! iii 
112 = 1. Z....) (20 j 
hold, where C, -= c + rL 
From (20 ): (/I,), and ( 14) WC obtain V i. > c, . !’ E X. 
and also, because of (fi,): 
This relation, the integral equation 
I* I 
T(t)f’= Z,,(t)j’+ J Zs,,(t - 3) K?.(s)j’Cf..S 
0 
(which is here true Vf E X and V t 3 0, because of ( IO), (141, and (20)) and 
abstract Fubini’s thcorcm give us V j’ E X, A > c, : 
(ET B)- ’ I’= (E.--A,) -‘[I+ K(.i- B) :-j f. (21) 
But this relation shows that D(B) c D(A ,.) and thercfore that B = A,, A- K. 
By repeating the considerations contained in the proof of Theorem 3 WC 
are able to WC that {7’(l); t 30) is a stochastic semigroup. 
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Proof1 We can set by induction that V I 20, n E IV, ,~‘ED(K), the 
inequality 
II vT,,( 
holds. Indeed (22 
have 
) is true for n = 0 (see 19); if (22) is true for n = In then we 
x II vKZ,(.s) f’ll ds- 1 ‘I vTk+ ,(t)./‘I,. 
L- 0 
But from (x) and from Tonelli’s theorem we obtain 
*, II? 
I L 
(hl(t - .~)Y - vo,, 
k! ’ 
” 11 vKZ,,(s) f’ 11 a’s 
” 0 ,k : (1 
II vl’ ‘I - II vz,.(l)f’II. 
Now putting the previous two inequalities togcthcr we deduct (22) for 
/2=/T/+ I. 
Because of (22), using a similar procedure to the one used to show the 
previous proposition we can now see that, if .f’ E D(K), then V i. > 0 also 
(i-Bj-‘f’eD(K). with IIv(E:-U) ‘/‘/I<]-’ iIv.fII. 
Formula (21) is now true for these j‘and for every i, > 0, and therefore if 
/ED(K) then (i--B)-’ .f’ E D(.4,,). This result and the fact that the closed 
operator B is an cxtcnsion of A,, + K allow us to prove that B= A,, + K. 
Indeed we only have to show that R c A,. + K. Let I: E D(B), g = 
(1, - B) -’ ,f’with /E X. Let ( I;, ) be a sequence in D(K), j;, -+ .f’: furthermore 
let R,, = (i- - H) ‘,ffl. Then we have D(A,)s .q,, + R. (A,, + K)g,, = 
By,, -+ Bg. This implies that RE D(A, -l-K) and that Bc A,. + K. 
Finally (I-3) and (iv) imply that V z > 0 operator T(t) is stochastic. 
If zither the assumptions of Theorem 3 (conditions (i) (iv) and \I 
bounded) or the assumptions of Proposition 1 (conditions (i) (ix)) are 
true, then V,.f;, E D(.4, ) the Cauchy problem (5) has one and only one 
continuously differential-k solution: it is the function t -+ ,I’( I) = T(t) 1;:. 
lf,h, is non-negative. then alsoJ’(t) is non-ncgatiw and jl f’(r) ii = ,! J;, Iii ir: 
accordance with the mass conservation. This proves that (1) is the correct 
way of writing the linear Maxwell- Boltzmann equation and therefore: 
justifies the probabilistic reasoning through which (1 ) has been deduced. 
WC have also seen that usually, when c’ is unbounded (i.c., if assumptions 
(i) (v) are true), results that are similar to the ones obtained by Voigt in 
the abscncc of external forces hold: that is, there exists a smallest sub- 
stochastic c’,, -scmigroup I’(t) whose generator B is an extension ol’ A, + K. 
Moreover, in this case \r,lO E INA,.)’ function t --$ T(t).fi: is a rnild non- 
negative solution of Cauchy problem (5). Unfortunately, even if A, + K is 
in an) case closable, only by introducing further assumptions we have been 
able to prove that 11 coincides either with A, + K (Proposition 2) or ivlth 
.+I ~ + K (Proposition I ) and thcrcforc that { T(i): ! 3 0 1 is stochastic. 
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